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The STRIVRE Group has business interests

from technology, coaching, distribution,

recruitment and co working. At the centre

of all this is one constant theme,

connecting people and getting the best out

of them. 

Launched in the UK in the 1998, we are

close to a quarter of a century trading

across APAC, Dubai, Europe, and the USA.

The group is supported by strong business,

organisational and cultural pillars.

YOUR SUCCESS, OUR PASSION

STRIVRE
GROUP

These essential commercial assets have

allowed us to span the earth planting deep

roots in many locations around the world. 

STRIVRE Professionals, designed to offer

a high touch consultative approach, is our

financial markets consulting arm.

Headquartered in the USA, we operate a

‘hubs and spokes’ concept with offices in

key strategic locations and physical

representation in many others. 



INSIGHT INTO OUR
GROUP

Designed to offer a high touch
consultative approach, Our Team
believes strongly in niche markets,
garnering detailed market intelligence,
on point oversight of trends and nuances
and distributing this to our community
selflessly. 

Our focus is financial markets and we
believe a major Unique Selling
Proposition (USP) is decades of industry
experience gained in blue chip
financial services companies.
Corporate exposure has allowed us to
empathise with stakeholders. It provides
credibility and influence with clients and
candidates and perhaps most
importantly, intrinsic cultural and
market insight. 

At STRIVRE Professionals, we are firm believers in the ethos of our Sister Brands - to focus on

core niche areas, know them inside out thus breeding insight, influence, credibility, and contacts. 

We work with a tight community of trusted clients. We demand collaborative partnership based

relationships and functionally. We are best summarised by the following chart:



APAC HUB

7, Temasek Boulevard,

#12-07 Suntec Tower One,

Singapore 038987

HEADQUARTERS

539 W. Commerce St #5663

Dallas, TX 75208

330 Fifth Avenue 

New York, NY 10001

CLIENT

PARTNER

EXECUTION

RESEARCH

At the front end facing clients are our

highly experienced, credible and former

industry directors who average 22 years

experience in their professions.

Underpinning them are bright, enthusiastic

and highly detail-orientated account

managers who work in partnership with

their stakeholders.

We believe in quality. Our team of ensured

market intelligence researchers provide

the teams with a cushion of support. 

www.strivre.com/professionals

welcome@strivre.com

+1 (214) 300-1630 (United States)

(+65) 9796 8518 (Singapore)

OUR APPROACH

FAST FACTS ACHIEVEMENTS

Established
in 1998

Nearly a quarter
century of trading in

the USA, APAC, Dubai,
& Europe with physical

trading in 11
geographical markets

Specialist Brands
focusing on deep

verticals

Industry experts
with passion,
knowledge &

credibility

6,000
placements

1,200
director level
placements

Helped
launch 120
businesses

26 successful
M&A deals

Own PE fund -
16 investments
& exits 

800 client
partners around
the world 

280,000
contacts
internationally

Dedicated
support team

tel:+6597968518

